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About This Game

The Sonic 4 Saga continues in Episode II with the return of a beloved side kick and fan-favorite villains!

Following the events of Episode I, Metal Sonic has returned to form an alliance with Dr. Eggman! To face this new evil, Sonic
will have to call upon an old friend to help him save the day! Now joined by Tails, race across four new Zones and take down

fearsome new badniks with deadly combination moves in order to put an end to this dastardly duo’s plans!

Experience the Sonic 4 saga as never before with the addition of a brand new engine; bringing you gameplay with updated
physics and zones in stunning HD graphics! Also new to Episode II is the addition of online/local collaborative play where

players can team up with a friend to take control of Sonic and Tails as they battle against Dr. Eggman!

BONUS! Owners of both Episode I & Episode II will unlock Episode Metal! Play as Sonic’s greatest rival in this exclusive zone
and experience the untold story behind Metal Sonic’s revival!
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Title: Sonic the Hedgehog 4 - Episode II
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 14 May, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Win7

Processor: Pentium 4 @ 3.2 GHz/Athlon 64 3000+ or Equivalent & above

Memory: 1 GB (2 GB on Vista)

Graphics: 256 MB (NVIDIA GeForce 8600/AT Radeon HD3650) & above

DirectX®: DirectX 9c

Hard Drive: 6 GB Free

Sound: DirectX Compatible

English,French,German,Italian
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This game is a fun game which involves lots of stealth! The developers are very active and bringing out new updates. This game
is still in early access, but I still think it has a lot to do in it. Can't wait untill the game is out of early access! Right the game
looks awesome!. Pros:
- Great Graphics
- Never ending expansions (Maps, Dinos, Updates, Fixes,)
- Smooth mechanics and animations
- For everyone in general (If you like survival and dinosaurs)
- Massive player-base
- Variety of herbivores and carnivores to choose from\/ Color Variants
- Established rules within servers*

Cons:
- Hard to survive when new (Recommend playing with a friend or another player)
- Takes lots of time to grow your dinosaur (the bigger dino, the longer it takes)
- Players can be toxic and harass others. (Least concern)
- Established Rules within servers*
- Can be buggy sometimes, maybe a lot

Overall: I enjoy this game a lot, honestly. It does get irritating when you start fresh and you keep dying to bigger dinos\/starve or
dehydrate to death, but there is a solution to almost everything. Sniffing in the game allows you to locate food, water, and track
other dinosaurs. Maps help a lot if you are unfamiliar with where you are, and try to learn more as you go on. Try new dinos if
you get bored. I highly recommend you play with a friend or someone who has some experience in this game. I would
recommend playing as a Utah Raptor at first. Yet this is a game you need to apply time and effort into in order to be successful
in the game. Happy hunting.

---TRUST NOBODY---. This game is sooo addicting and is a great time killer. One of my favorite modes is the rodeo mode
(currently holding he high score.) The game is not easy either which is good. It does not hold your hand and wants you discover
the tactics and the different ways to succeed in each level . The challenge is a great way to change things up and you simply can't
get enough of it! The levels were great too I never saw the same map and enemy's in the exact same place. I hope to see more
added in the future and great job!. Its a text file in your gamefolder I like to tell people what I didnt know

SteamLibrary\\steamapps\\common\\Disgraced\\Role Playing Game. Great visual part! 5 frozen exhausted starving girls out of
5!\u2028To be clear: it\u2019s more like mix of resourses-management and clicker, but really fun and entertaining
one.\u2028Really liked that game contains a plot in a form of a diary - cute.
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Bought the game and started a new Pro Cyclist career. Got to the first race of the season...the game crashed whilst loading.
Figured that it was probably a glitch with that particular race, so I decided to simulate that race and move onto the next.

Turned up to the second race of the season...the game crashed whilst loading. It can't be the spec of my laptop, as it far exceeds
the recommended settings.

Realised that the 3D mode probably doesn't work properly, so deleted the game and decided to play something that won't
constantly frustrate me. £35 down the tubes.

DON'T BUY THIS GAME.. EASILY worth it if you love the old shootbangs like Doom and Quake.

-Weapon and enemy variety is solid.
-Blessing/curse system is a fun way to mix it up between rounds.
-Fast and hectic.. Russifier pls!!. I loved this game. It's completely story-driven, but your choices affect what happens in the
story. It has a very interesting mystery that you must unravel, and the solution to the mystery is something unique and original.
Additionally, the beautiful music and artwork really drew me in and had me playing for hours without realizing it. Such a
beautiful story and game. Would highly recommend.. Let's Draw Or Like Let's suiside. I am so torn over how to rate this game.
Because it's only $2, I'm going to give it a thumbs up. But just barely.

On the one hand, this is really a great little fairy tale VR game. I loved it. It's truly magical.

On the other hand, nothing on the Steam pages prepares you for the fact that you just paid for "part 1" and that the ending is...
bad... confusing... a cliffhanger? I'm not even sure. I don't even understand how it connects to the rest of the game entirely.

Also, there is a nasty bug that resets your score to a lower number even if you got everything. I was at 94% before the
conclusion, then (afraid I missed something) went back and made sure I got all the paintings. Doing this dropped my score to
79%. Turns out the ending itself is the last 6%. So I had completed everything but failed to score it.

I also found it annoying that , when replaying, you can't skip past the vocals.

It's probably worth $2 however to see such an interesting take on how to use VR to produce a magical tale. But I hope the
creators make the ending more meaningful and fix the problems I mentioned.. Frederic is back with a new piano, a new ride and
a new look. He no longer looks like a dirty Van Helsing, now he looks like a wanna be Michael Jackson. I have carpal tunnel in
my left wrist after beating the game. I prefer the other games musical tracks to this one. These tracks are rather long and quite
hard to beat on higher difficulty. Anyways, can't beat the price.. Nice little puzzle game, has a bit of a learning curve, so if
you're looking to shutyour brain off or relax, this might not be for yoy, but if you're looking for a challenge and\/or have a
decent level of chemistry knowledge, this game is definatly for you.. Fun little game for testing your reactions and aim. Liking
the cartoony feel to it, would benefit from a few more scenes but I'm sure the Dev is working on that. Looking forward to
multiplayer & testing my reactions against real people.

Suggestions:

 The ruffians rag doll physics could do with some attention. Sometimes they act like they're a balloon and the air has
been released. Although this did provide some comedy moments for me :-D

 Ambient sound is almost like being in silence, could do with either some low western style music in the background, or
more ambient sounds. Also could hear the ambient soundtrack stop and start with a gap in between, should loop
seamlessly.

 Instead of the eagle noise being the start of the round when shooting the ruffians, maybe the ruffians could shout
"DRAW!" Obviously the depth of the sound would need to be accurate.

 When using the pointer whilst holding the gun, it would be handy if the gun didn't fire, would have saved me
accidentally quitting the game >.<
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 The scrolling is super sensitive when using the pointer, was hard to scroll through and find my name on the leader
board. Would be good if the leader board had the number for your position next to the name as well.

 Not sure if allowing people to spam reload whilst shooting was intentional or not, seems too much like cheating to me.

Here's a video I did showing an overview of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Md5kvl8PN7s

Looking forward to more updates :-D
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